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The FIRA Ergonomics Excellence Award 2001
The highest ergonomic award in Europe, the FIRA Ergonomics Excellence Award recognises
that Aeron  exceeds the requirements for both BS EN1335 and BS EN ISO 9241 part 5,
which are the benchmark standards for product testing. Only two other office task chairs
have ever won this award.

FIRA Ergonomic appraisal of the Aeron chair
The Aeron chair satisifes ergonomic requirements in some innovative ways. This independently
produced document provides clarification in areas which are sometimes questioned.

FIRA statement on Aeron: backrest height and seat depth
This document explains that because the Aeron chair comes in three
sizes and has an independently adjustable lumbar support, there is no
need for the backrest height or the seat depth to be adjustable.

British and European standards certificates
BS EN ISO 9241 This standard determines whether a chair is

ergonomially suitable for  use at a VDT-based
workstation. Available for the B size Aeron
chair.

BS EN 1335 A standard governing acceptable dimensions
for an office chair. Available for A size  and
B size  Aeron chairs.

BS 5940 A standard governing acceptable dimensions
for all office furniture. Available for the B size
Aeron chair.

BS 5459 This standard is used to test the safety of office
furniture. The Aeron is deemed suitable for level
‘S’ (severe office use.) Available for A size and
B size Aeron chairs.

Statement on fabric wear
Some clients may believe that the pellicle material will wear their
clothes more than traditional fabrics. This statement cites the
results of the Martindale rub test to prove that this is not the
case.

Pressure map
Shows the results of a test at Herman Miller’s laboratories
comparing an  Aeron chair with a competitor’s chair. Demon-
strates the superior pressure distribution capability of the
Aeron’s pellicle seat.
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